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SHIMANO introduces the all-new EP600 Mid-
Level Drive Unit with EP8 performance and
expanded connectivity
Plus, updates to the EP8 platform with the EP801 Drive Unit

Delivering uncompromised ride performance, the all-new EP6 series drive unit from SHIMANO

brings the same natural ride feel and performance of the high-end EP8 platform to a mid-level

price point. Alongside the market expanding performance, EP6 also introduces new capabilities

for the SHIMANO EP platform.

 

The proven EP8 drive unit receives updates for expanded capabilities with the introduction of

the latest EP801 version. New CAN accessory ports and XT Di2 compatibility delivers

contemporary features to the existing power, performance, and natural ride quality of EP8.

 

Designed as an integral part of the new XT Di2 drivetrain systems, the latest SHIMANO EP

drive units facilitate expanded E-MTB shifting modes including AUTO SHIFT WITH MANUAL

OVERRIDE and FREE SHIFT.

Introducing the all-new EP6
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Delivering all-new functionalities to the SHIMANO EP lineup, the new EP600 drive unit from

SHIMANO brings uncompromised performance to a mid-level price point. The expanding

SHIMANO EP platform provides compatibility with the new XT Di2 shifting modes - FREE

SHIFT and AUTO SHIFT WITH MANUAL OVERRIDE – and features the all-new FINE TUNE

MODE on the E-TUBE PROJECT app for power profile customization. EP6 also includes

additional accessory ports, delivering future-proof compatibility for SHIMANO EP platforms.

 

Specs:

85Nm max torque

Continuous Rated Power: 250 watts

3.0 kg. total weight

CAN port for expanded compatibility

 

Compatibility:

XT Di2 HYPERGLIDE+

XT Di2 LINKGLIDE

CUES Di2

Internal Hub Gears Di2 specification

Mechanical Drivetrains

EP801 updates
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Delivering all-new functionalities to the SHIMANO EP lineup, the latest updates to the EP8

drive unit from SHIMANO expands the EP platform to provide compatibility with the new XT

Di2 shifting modes, FREE SHIFT and AUTO SHIFT WITH MANUAL OVERRIDE, as well as the

all-new FINE TUNE MODE on the E-TUBE PROJECT app for power profile customization.

Additional accessory ports on the EP801 ensure future-proof compatibility for SHIMANO EP

platforms.

Specs:

85Nm max torque

Continuous Rated Power: 250 watts

2.7 kg. total weight

CAN port for expanded compatibility 

Compatibility:

XT Di2 HYPERGLIDE+

XT Di2 LINKGLIDE

CUES Di2

Internal Hub Gears Di2 specification

Mechanical Drivetrains

To download product images of the EP6, EP801, including lifestyle images of the

EP8 E-MTB in action, please visit:

NOTES TO EDITORS:
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1. Embargo: Monday, 11th July 2022, 18:00 CEST

2. About Shimano Europe: Founded in 1921, Shimano is dedicated to helping its customers

get closer to nature, supporting people to realize their dreams and create new lifestyles. That

comes with the desire to create outstanding cycling products and apparel. With 100 years’

experience in creating internationally renowned bicycle components, Shimano is proud to

have developed products that continue to take countless athletes to victory and provide the

means for limitless global bicycle journeys. For more information see: mtb.shimano.com
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